How it works

Heathrow Terminal 5

Introduction
When designing a tensile fabric structure, it is useful to understand the full process from cutting the
fabric, testing and manufacture through to installation and tensioning, as each step of the process can
have both design and cost implications. Considerations include:
- choosing appropriate forms
- loading according to weather conditions and likely stress
- rainwater / snow collection and dissipation
- preventing ponding
- prototyping
- installation at height
- tensioning
This document sheds light on each of these considerations with close-up visuals and simple
explanations. With all the above covered, you can look forward to a long lasting, high quality tensile
fabric construction to be proud of. We hope you find it useful. If you do have any questions, please do not
hesitate to get in touch.
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Design
Anti-clastic (opposed double curvature or saddle shape) forms are used such as:-

Hyperbolic Paraboloid (Hypar)
Mendip Walkway - Coleg Gwent

Conic
Heath Hospital Cardiff

Barrel Vault
Beaufort School

Whichever form is required the structure is analysed and the form manipulated to achieve an equilibrium
state under various load cases using large deflection finite element analysis software.
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Once the required state is achieved, cutting patterns can be generated.

Radial patterns for conics or....

....parallel patterns, for barrel vault and hypar
membranes.

The fabric selected for any particular application is tested by loading a suitable sample, which is cut to
a cruciform shape, ‘bi-axially’ (in two different directions simultaneously) on a special test rig, as shown
here.

The purpose of this test is to derive compensation values specific to that batch of fabric. In testing it is
important that the fabric is loaded to pre-stress values and then load cycled to remove the one time
plastic deformation from the fabric before precise compensation figures can be taken.
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These compensation figures are then applied to the patterns which are to be cut so that the fabricated
membrane is undersize when installed and when tensioned, the fabric is stretched to fit. This way we can
ensure the structure is loaded to the prescribed tension, having calculated the likely forces exerted by
snow and wind over the life-time of the construction.

Production
The compensated patterns are then cut from the tested rolls of fabric on a CAD controlled Plotter/Cutter.

These are then joined together typically using high frequency (HF) welders or sewing machines.

If deemed necessary, a prototype can be built to ‘prove’ the fabric works as designed, as in this trial fit of
an external shade sail.
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Some structures however, are just too big to prototype....

Lords

....and therefore MUST fit first time!

During the design process specific details can
be worked out such as the means of rainwater
collection at the membrane plate.

Dovercourt

This time by leading the water down
pre-fitted chains.

WWT Barnes
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But equally it could be via a flexible hose which is then fed into the galvanised tubular steel frame of the
structure, as on this cable and catenary edged canopy.

Papworth

Or where the luff track and membrane plates are bolted directly to the structural steel, as shown below.

Abito

The designers may also need to consider such things as how the installation crew are going to fit glazing
inside a steel headring which ends up being 20m above the ground. The prescribed solution shown
below was to pre-fit the glazing and then winch the complete headring to the top of the mast.

St Barts
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Sometimes the only way to do the job is to lift the assembly into place with the use of a mobile crane.

Doncaster College

West Exe College

Fynshav

If it’s a twin cone membrane, then a spreader
beam must be used...

...or, alternatively the whole structure can be
lifted in, in one go.

An essential consideration at the design stage is how to avoid the structure from ‘ponding’ i.e. the
undesired collection of sitting water on the structure. In the instance below we used specially designed
snow drains which can be pre-fitted into relatively flat areas of fabric, a necessity where flat structures are
installed in geographical regions that can expect excessive snow loads.

St Barts
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Installation
In all cases the fabric needs to be firmly secured to structural elements that allow tensioning to be carried
out. Both at perimeter....

Gloucester CCC

Children’s Hospital Cardiff

Bipod with galvanised rigging screws and tie
rods.

Membrane plate with fixed shackle link.

Glasgow Airport

Lords

Membrane plate with adjustable link onto
boundary cable.
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Membrane plate that can be tensioned down the
luff track extrusion.
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Membrane plate fixed to steel exoskeleton with short adjustable link.

Grangemouth

....but often in the centre of the canopy also.
This can be achieved by:-

Adjustable ‘flying masts’ with push up.

Dalton Park

Or by opposing a push up
with a push down.

Fynshav
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Market Rasen

Silverzone - Bristol Airport

The headring can be pushed up using a threaded
rod.

Or a telescopic mast (showing holes for a
jacking pin).

Push-ups aren’t only necessary on conical forms:-

Llangollen

Multiple tie backs can be used to pull the fabric up to a trussed arch.
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Or ‘Ice Axe’ push ups can be used as a
variation on the usual circular headring.

Pontypridd

However it is achieved, we all agree that tension is important, and lots of it:-

Sometimes applied from above with rigging
screws and compact tensioners pulling the
fabric up or with valley cables pulling down.

Lords

RDS Dublin
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Sometimes pushing up from the
ground. Shown here is a sand pot
with temporary jacking collar and
hydraulic rams.

St Barts

Occasionally the fabric tensioning points are accessible from a convenient adjacent roof....

(NOTE: the PTFE fabric shown here
is a sepia colour off the roll but then
bleaches white in sunlight, over
time.)

Beaufort School

....though this is not often the case. More usually the installation crew have to reach the fabric with the
aid of various temporary means. This often involves dangling from ropes....

West Exe College

Dovercourt
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....or using work nets.

Lords

Many options are preferable to expensive scaffolding. When ropes or working nets just aren’t suitable,
Mobile Extending Working Platforms (MEWPs) are used, such as Cherry Pickers, Scissor Lifts or both.

Basket Ball Arena - London 2012 Games

KAUST

KAUST

KAUST
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However it is done, I hope you agree it’s worth all of the effort.

Exchange Square

Hulme High Street

RAF Cosford

The Spanish School

Bentley Bridge

Glasgow Airport

Samworth
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